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There should be no shame in personal faults, instead recognising and tackling our most detrimental traits is to be
applauded. In contrast, plateauing depression seeks to shield the undesired notion of feeling, in essence neither living nor
dying but rather switching off altogether. And yet, as I explored in this piece on Girl, Interrupted , cinema really can be a
lifeline. Pages using infobox film with unknown parameters. And I think the reason Miramax has struggled is the fact
that it doesn't have a traditional dramatic structure, in terms of a clear, unqualified ending. View the discussion thread.
Existence is too much a burden, with every moment seeming harder than the last. It is an onerous full time job shrouded
in secrecy. Retrieved from " https: Elizabeth is very clear that Prozac has helped her, but you're left with a dilemma,
because perhaps she no longer knows who she is. The film had its world premiere at the Toronto International Film
Festival on September 8, ; distribution rights were acquired by Miramax Films with the intent of giving the film a wider
theatrical release. This page was last edited on 16 February , at Prozac Nation DVD cover. Yet my aim with this little
series of articles is to relate a message of reassurance whether it be good, bad or ugly.If the movie really did capture the
sense of the zeitgeist suggested by its grandiose title, or if it carried some intriguing stylistic urgency that carried us into
its depressive labyrinth, perhaps Lizzie's journey would be palatable. But the long delay between Prozac Nation's
shooting (in ) and its emergence on cable-TV and. Prozac Nation Award winners Christina Ricci (CURSED,
MONSTER) and Jessica Lange (BIG FISH, ROB ROY) star in this emotionally charged true story about a journey into
excess! Based on the best-selling autobiographical novel, PROZAC NATION also stars Michelle Williams (THE.
Prozac Nation is a American drama film directed by Erik Skjoldbj?rg, starring Christina Ricci, Jason Biggs and Anne
Heche. It is based on an autobiography of the same name by Elizabeth Wurtzel, which describes Wurtzel's experiences
with atypical depression. The title is a reference to Prozac, the brand name of an Country?: ?United States; Germany.
Prozac Nation is a independent film starring Christina Ricci based on an autobiography of the same name. Biography A
young woman struggles with depression during her first year at Harvard. .. I think I should start by stating that I was
hungry for this film, the book Prozac Nation, which chronicles Elizabeth Wurtzel's battle with depression, meant so
much to me and each delay to the film (and there were many) only served to. Nov 9, - But while Ms. Wurtzel's
autobiography was a best seller and continues to inspire a cultlike devotion, especially among young women, virtually
no one has seen its film counterpart, finished in More than two years after acquiring ''Prozac Nation,'' and announcing
and delaying its release several times. Apr 2, - The Paperback of the Prozac Nation (Movie Tie-In) by Elizabeth Wurtzel
at Barnes & Noble. Get it by Wednesday, February 28, Order now and choose Expedited Delivery during checkout. ..
Like a lot of the books that I buy, I tend to watch the movie without even realizing that there is a book first. Watch
trailers, read customer and critic reviews, and buy Prozac Nation directed by Erik Skjoldbjaerg for $ About the Movie.
Award winners Christina Ricci (CURSED, MONSTER) and Jessica Lange (BIG FISH, ROB ROY) star in this
emotionally charged true story about a journey into excess! When talented young. It not only portrayed one of my
favorite actresses, Christina Ricci, in a great character; but it also allowed me to relate some of my own experiences to
this film. The depression, the disfunctional family, the inability to write when it's your very soul. All of it all I can say is
that it's very controversial and in order to fully appreciate. An exceptional writer earns a scholarship to Harvard, but then
dives into a self-destructive mode of drug abuse, drinking and sex, ultimately leading her into a dark depression. Her
saving grace is her therapist and the wonder drug of the 80's, Prozac.
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